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ADDENDUM TO

"ON THE EQUATION div(|V«|^2Vw) + X\u\p~2u = 0"

PETER LINDQVIST

(Communicated by Barbara L. Keyfitz)

It has come to my attention that the fact that supn u < oo for the first

eigenfunction u requires an explanation, since there are unbounded contin-

uous functions in the Sobolev space Wq,p(ÇÏ), if p < n and the bounded

domain Q in R" is very irregular. (The choice of the test-function n in (3.3)

is immediately justified, if sup^ u < oo.)

According to Lemma 5.1 on page 71 of Ladyzhenskaya-Uraltseva's Linear

and quasilinear elliptic equations (Academic Press, 1968) an estimate of the

type

(1) [ (u(x)-k)dx<yk(mesAk)x+p'n{p-X),       k>ko,
Ja*

where Ak = {x e Ci\u(x) > k} will imply that u is essentially bounded from

above.
A standard procedure yields (1). First, note that n = max{w - k, 0} is in

Wq'p(ÇI) for any constant k and so n will do as test-function in (3.2). We

obtain

(2) [ \Vu\pdx = ?. [ up-x(u-k)dx.
Ja„ JAk

Now up~x(u-k) < 2p~x(u-k)p+ 2p-xkp-[(u-k). By the Sobolev inequality

(3) | / (u-k)npl(n~p)dx\        <C Í \V(u-k)\pdx

and the Holder inequality one arrives at a bound for the integral J(u(x) - k) dx

taken over Ak.
After some arithmetic we have

[l-2i'-1C/l(mes^)p/"] / (u-k)pdx
JAk

<C2p-xkkp-x(mesAk)pln j (u-k)dx.
Ja,,

(4)
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It is easily seen that mes Ak —* 0 as k —> oo , and hence the factor in front

of the first integral in (4) is > \, when k > some number ko. Use the

Holder inequality and divide to obtain the desired inequality (1) with y =
(2pCÀ)x'^-x).

In passing, we mention that some minus signs in front of integrals on page

161 of our paper should be plus signs.
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